Overview
CONS3RT is a the platform for How an organization gets What they need done. It offers the creators
and consumers of applications and services a better way to get things done. The creators get access to
all the dials and knobs, the granular pieces they need to build powerful capabilities. They can then
share those with consumers, simplifying it down to as little as one button click. What often gets
overlooked in the DevOps process is that everyone is both a creator and a consumer  the testers
consume new features from developers, while creating tests in return; developers consume security
assessments and operations creates fielding requirements.
Getting Started
You will receive an email invitation for your CONS3RT account. Click on the link in your email to
complete the signup process. This will also also attach you to your own private project.
The first time you signin, you will see the Getting Started page with links to first steps and helpful
information. You will see your active project in the upper right pull down.

Story A: Review Website Security
You are a cyber security manager and your developers want to share the latest iteration of the new
website which they think is ready for release. It was launched into your cloudspace last night and is
ready for your review.
Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click on the menu icon in the upper left
Select Runs
Select the Browse tab to see what is shared to you
Click on the Web Server, Iteration 7 card. This will show you the two systems that are deployed
 a web server (wordpress) and a client
5. Hover over the “client” card and click the RDP button. This will open a remote session in a new
tab that will allow you to log into the client machine. (username: johndoe, password:
TMEroot!!)
6. Open the “WebServer” shortcut on the client desktop to view the web site
7. Close the remote session window
8. Select the Test Results tab to access the security scan results
9. Expand the results by clicking the down arrows on the right. Pick the PDF report and review the
results
10. If you would like to rerun the scan, click the Retest button
What’s Happening in the Background
This is a “top down” user story where the security manager can simply consume work done by others.
The development team designed a pair of systems (web server, client) with all the applications and
configurations required. They have it set to deploy every night at 3:00 am with the latest version of the
code from their repository.
The developers also included a security vulnerability assessment from the library to be executed
against the site every time it is launched. As the security manager, you had created this assessment job
and made it available to all of the developers in the organization. Passing this assessment is required
before a new site can be launched. The developers do not have to know how to setup, configure or run
the security tool. That is all taken care of in the assessment job you created for them.
One typical step (omitted here for brevity) would be to make a change to the web site directly and rerun
the scan to see if the violation had been adequately addressed.
The remote access into the client desktop leverages infrastructure that is automatically configured for
each new customer in their private cloud space(s) when they sign up. It too is on an automated
schedule to redeploy weekly with the latest updates and patches as part of its security policy.

Story B: Deploy New Servers
You are a member of the operations team. Your boss just said she needs a new Elastic Stack (log
analysis and visualization) site with a workstation for the Research department. It should be Docker
based and “the site needs to be named Project Zulu”.
Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click on the menu icon in the upper left.
Select Systems
Go to the Search box on the right side and search for “Elastic” and click “Include Community”
Click on the “Elastic Stack” card
Click the Add to Scenario Builder button
Go to the Search box on the right side and search for “Workstation” and click “Include
Community”
7. On the Research Dept Workstation card, click the + to add it to the Scenario Builder
8. Click on your Scenario Builder Icon in the upper left
; you will see the two servers in your
scenario.
9. Click Next, give your Scenario a name and click Next
10. Review the configuration and click Next
11. Click Create Scenario
12. At this point you can launch the site by selecting Launch but it will not be customized with the
project host name. To do that, click Add to Deployment Builder
13. Click on your Deployment Builder in the upper left
. You will see your Scenario. (Here is
where you could add a test case [test or security scan] if required)
14. Click Next and then give your Deployment a name.
15. In the Custom Properties box, add “hostentry=projectzulu.cons3rt.io” and click Next
16. Click Finish & Launch
17. Select a target cloudspace (AWS or Azure), name your deployment run and click Next. (There
are additional options for scheduling and debugging that will not be used for this story)
18. Review the configuration and click Next; review the properties and click Next
19. Click Submit to launch your servers
20. This run will take about 1216 minutes to build and configure your servers. In the meantime you
can review a completed set of servers by selecting Runs, select the Browse tab and click on
the Elastic Stack (Prebaked) card
Note: If you decide you wanted to launch into two separate clouds, you would need to make another deployment. By design,
only one instance of a deployment can be running but you can make as many deployments from the same scenario.

What’s Happening in the Background
This is a “bottom up” user story where a power user constructs an environment from the ground up.
This sys admin has deployed Elastic Stack before so they already have a design in their library using
their favorite tools (Ubuntu, Docker, bash, etc) for the installation portion. If not, they would have started
with the Software section and built up from there. They combined an existing primary server with an
additional logging server to satisfy the request. The flexible properties allowed for the customized site
name to be changed. The entire process is automated once they hit submit.
If necessary, the sysadmin could also have deployed a private cloudspace for the Research department
instead of using an existing one. This would have automatically configured the perimeter security.

